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104 Dr.  Ritehie on the Detonation of Oxygen and Hydrogen. 

was brought over the land, these light clouds thickened, and 
united into one dense and dark one. 

In company with Mr. John Pilillips, I noticed this for about 
half an hour, and so far as we could judge, it continued after 
eve,fingfidl. On the following day both Mr. H .  Thomas, to 
whom i am indebted fbr the accompanying sketch, and myself 
observed similar appearances on the same spot, which forms 
the western boundary of the bay, and over the Lizard Point 
(c), which terminates it on the east. 

I have several times subsequently observed the like. 
Mr. Harvey* has described similar phaenomena occurring 

in the neighbourhood of Plymouth : in this part of the country 
I believe they are by no means unfrequent. 

I have the honour to remain, &c. 
Geological Society, Penzance, W.J .  HENWOOD. 

Dec. 4, 1833. 

X X I .  On the Mode of  delonating a Mixture of  Oxygen and 
Hydrogen b q a Spark induced bj a small horseshoe ~lag- 
net. B 9 the Rev. ~VILLIAM RITCmE, LL.D. ,  Y.R.S., 8;c. 
Professor OF Natural and Experimental Philosophy in the 
Royal Institution of Great Britain, and in the University of  
London. 

To the Editors of  the Philosophical Magazine and Journal 
Gentlemen, 

I N a paper read before the Royal Society nearly two ye,qrs 
ago, I first described the method of obtaining a spark from 

a small magnet sufficient to detonate a mixture of oxygen and 

* Edinburgh Journal of Science, Jan. 1829, First Series, vol. x. p. 148. 
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b u a Spark f rom a small ~VIagnet. 105 

hydrogen, titus establishing for the first time one of the phy- 
sical properties of the magneto-eleetrie spark*. As the ex- 
periment is thus rendered what may be called a good elass- 
experiment, and as the account of it has only.been partially 
published, I have ventured to request you to gtve it a place 
in the Philosophical Magazine. 

I am, Gentlemen, yours, &e. 
WJLL~a~ RITCHIE. 

Take a short lifter, either round or square, of the worst En-  
glish iron, a little shorter than the whole length across the 
poles of a horse-shoe magnet capable of earrying fifteen or 
twenty pounds, and roll a ribbon of fine copper round the 
middle of it, metallic contact being prevented by a thin tape 
interposed between the spirals. The  length of the eopper 
ribbon may be about ten or twelve feet. T o  the ends of the 
coil two thick eopper wires are to be soldered, in order to 
form a complete metallic cireuit when the lifter is in contact 
with the poles of the magnet. The  magnet is mounted on a 
base or sole of wood, having a pillar with an arm or lever 
passin~ through a mortice in the top of it for the purpose of 
removing, by a sudden jerk, the lifter from the poles of the 
magnet. 

The  description will be best understood by reference to the 
annexed figure, in which 
A B  is the lifter of  soft 
iron, D E the lever for D ' ~ ~  
the purpose of suddenly 
raising the lifter by a smart 
blow given with the palm 
of the hand at E. In f ron t  
of the magnet a glass tube 
G, is placed, having its 
top closed by a cap of box- 
wood, with a hole in tile 
centre, to allow one of 

through it. Fhe other 
wire or end of the coil is 
made to play up and 
down in a brass tube filled 
with mercury. This tube has a thick copper wire soldered 

* The readers of your Journal are l~erfeetly aware that Mr. Faraday 
first obtained the spark fi'om a temporary electro-magnet, and after his 
researches had found their way to Italy, SS. Nobili and Antinori obtained 
it from a permanent magnet. [See Phil. Mag. and Annals, N.S. vol. xi. 
p. 401.--EmT.] 

Third Series. Vol. 4. No. 20. _~eb. 1834,. P 
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106 Mr. Graham's Reply to Mr. Phillips. 

to it and passing through the eap in the top of the glass tube, 
the lower end of the wire being flattened and bent at right 
angles as in the annexed figure, in which 
G is the glass tube, W one of the wires 
resting on C, which is connected with the 
brass tube T. The other end of the coil, 
W r, dips into the tube T, filled with mer- 
cury. The ends of the wires and the flat 
piece at C should be well amalgamated 
and covered with a clean surface of mer- 
cury. I f  the end of the lever be struck 
rapidly with the palm of the right hand, 
the left pressing on the short end at D, 
the sparks at C may be made to follow 
each other in rapid succession. 

If  a mixtm'e of two volumes of hydrogen and one of oxy- 
gen be introduced into the tube by means of a bent or flexi- 
ble tube, and the spark made to appear at C, the mixture will 
be exploded. I f  the lever be gently struck, the spark still 
may be made to strike off in the mixture without exploding 
it, whereas with a smart blow the experiment never fails. 

XXII .  Reply to Mr. Phillips's Observations on the Use of  
Chemical Symbols. B q THOMAS GRAHAM, /~${., M.A., 
F.R.S. E., Lecturer on Chemistr~ in the Andersonian Institu- 
tion, Glasgow. 

To Richard Phillips, Esq., ~c. 
Dear Sir, 

I N referenee to your objections to the notation employed in 
my paper on phosphoric acid, allow me to make the fol- 

lowing observations. 
The system of notation which I follow is that last proposed 

by Berzelius; and convenient as that system is, and as it is ge- 
nerally adopted on the Continent, I think the introduction of 
any other at present calculated rather to retard than to advance 
the progress of chemistry. You are therefore entitled to ask 
why, in the pape.r referred to, one atom of  water is represented 

by H, while in the tables of Berzelius it is represented by ___H. 

My answer is, that in common with Gay-Lussae, and all the 
chemists of this country who have lately published, I consi- 
der water as composed of one atom of oxygen and one atom of 

hydrogen, a constitution expressed by ILI in the symbolic lan- 

guage.ofBerzelius~ Berzelius himself uses the expression I-I, 
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